ACT061

**Colour by Numbers**

Pad || 8,27 x 10,83 in - 275 x 210 mm || printed 4/0 || 160 pp / 128 pp / 80 pp or as you wish!

Get your crayons out and follow the colour key to complete the pictures.

ACT011, ACT061

**Dot to Dot**

Pad || 8,27 x 10,83 in - 275 x 210 mm || printed 4/0 || 160 pp / 128 pp / 80 pp or as you wish!

Connect the numbered dots in the right order to uncover the fun images! Then colour the pictures to bring them to life.
GAME064

Games for 6 years old and up

Wire-o pad || 10,87 x 8,5 in - 216 x 276 mm || 160 pp or as you wish!

Have fun with letters, numbers, colours, logic and observation! Stickers to apply as each activity is completed.

GAME064

Games for 3 to 5 years old

Wire-o pad || 10,87 x 8,5 in - 216 x 276 mm || 160 pp or as you wish!

Have fun with letters, numbers, colours, logic and observation! Stickers to apply as each activity is completed.
ACT096
Make and Play activity pads

Perfect bound || 13,58 x 9,65 in - 245 x 345 mm || printed 4/0 || 24 pp (22 different activities) + 12 pp press out model sheets

Build 6 easy to assemble figures and keep up the fun with colouring activities and games.

ACT061
Mazes

Pad || 8,27 x 10,83 in - 275 x 210 mm || 160 pp / 128 pp / 80 pp or as you wish!

Find your way out of our super mazes! Hold each sheet up to the light to reveal the solution.
ACT037

**Mandala for kids**

Wire stitched || 8 x 8 in - 200 x 200mm || 32 pp + cover

14 beautiful mandala designs to colour and display. Focusing on the repeated circular patterns will promote concentration skills and relaxation.

ACT089

**Mini Activity pads with a pen**

Pad || 4,49 x 6,14 in - 156 x 114 mm || printed 1/1 || 100 pp

Over 40 activities to complete – The perfect size pad for activity fun on the go!
Activity Books

**Observation Games**

Pad || 8,27 x 10,83 in - 275 x 210 mm || 160 pp / 128 pp / 80 pp or as you wish!

Fun packed seek and find activities designed to engage and promote observation skills. The solution is revealed on the reverse of each page.

What if we Played? Activity Puzzle Books

Paperback || 7,87 x 10,63 in - 200 x 270 mm || 224 pp

A fantastic collection of puzzles, games and brain teasers for kids. Including multiple types of numerical, word or observation challenges, these books offer hours of entertainment, enjoyment and fun.
My First Paint with Water (Ages 3 and up)

Paperback || 8,66 x 8,66 in - 220 x 220 mm || printed 4/0 || 96 pp / 48 pp / 24 pp (48 illustration pages available)

Use a paint brush or even a finger! All you need is a little water to reveal the rich and vibrant colours in these fun illustrations. The sturdy paper pages are perfect for displaying these works of art!

Paint with Water (Ages 5 and up)

Paperback || 8,27 x 10,83 in - 275 x 210 mm || printed 4/0 || 192 pp / 96 pp / 48 pp / 24 pp
96 drawings available in each themes: Magic World, Classic Animals, New Animals.

With just a few drops of water and a paintbrush, watch the colours appear and see these engaging and humorous illustrations come alive. Seasonal titles also available, see page 33.